To: DMSB, FMB, FFM, ACU, DMU, SVEMO, ÖAMTC, ACCR, FMI

Dear follow Motorcycle Federation,

We would like to inform you that in the Open Dutch Road Race Championship (ONK) entries are still possible for the following dates and classes:

Dutch TT in Assen, 26-28 June 2014 for Dutch Supersport 600 cc

ONK RR Gamma Racing Days Assen, 2-3 August 2014, for Dutch Supersport 600 cc and Dutch Superbikes

ONK RR BSB Assen, 19-21 September 2014, for Dutch Supersport 600 cc and Dutch Superbikes

ONK RR Race of the Champions Assen, 11-12 October 2014, for Dutch Supersport 600 cc and Dutch Superbikes

All races will be seen by a lot of spectators. We know that a lot of riders like to take part as it is promotional very good for them. That’s why we kindly request you to send this message to your riders in the Supersport 600 and the Superbikes class so that they can enter if they want. Enclosed we send the entry form. This form can be send by the riders to the KNMV wegtrace@knmv.nl

We thank you in advance for your cooperation.

With kind regards

Nicolette Petri
Secretary Road Racing and Track Racing

T. +31 (0)26 35 28 516
F. +31 (0)26 35 28 522

WWW.KNMV.NL